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The general response to the seventh edition of the book was very encouraging. The authors feel
that (heir Work has been amply rewarded and wish to express their deep sense of gratitude to the large
numhcrofrcadcrs whohaveuscd it and in particiilarlo thoseol them who have sent helpful suggestions
from time to time for the improvement of the hook.

In the present edition, authors have made sincere ci 101 Is t in the book up-to-date. A notable
feature is the inclusion of Multiple-Choke Questions toward the end of each chapter. Alarge number
of practical problems are given to make the hook more useful to the students. It is our hope that you
will enjoy reading this text and profit from its content. After studying this hook, it is hoped that you will
have a good understanding of the ideas of electronics and its application to many real world situations.

Authors have taken considerable care to ensure that this text is as error-free and effective as
possible. We welcome comments, suggestions and corrections horn both students and teachers.

Welcome to the exciting world of electronics.

V. K. MLiiT,.

SHALU MEHTA

PREFACE TOT11F, FIRST F1)ITLON
Electronics has become tb- most important and talked about since today. More and more people

are taking a serious interest in this subject, either as a career or as an absorbing hobby. Here is a book
which leads you to the world of electronics. This text is intended primarily for the students preparing
for diploma, A.M.I.E. section B, degree and other engineering examinations. It also meets the needs
of those readers who want to gain a sound understanding of the principles 

of 
electronics.

Three outstanding features are claimed for this book. First is he styling-- the author has used the
same lecture style that proved successful in his previous texts Second, the hook is easy to read and
stimulating in its direct personal approach. Third, the emphasis ison concepts and not on mathematical
derivations. It is hoped that these features will help the readers to understand the theoretical and
practical aspects of electronics.

Author lays no claim to the original research in preparing the book. Liberal use of the materials
available in (lie works of eminent authors have been made. What he may claim, in all modesty, is that
he has tried to fashion the vast amount of material available from primary and secondary sources into
coherent body of description and analysis.

The author wishes to thank his colleagues and friends who have contributed many valuable
suggestions regarding the scope and content-sequence ui the hook. Author is also indebted to M/s S.
('hand & Company torbringing Out the book in a short time and pricing it moderately, inspite of heavy
cost of paper and printing.

Errors might have crept in despite utmost care to avoid them and author shall be grateful if these
are pointed out alongwith other suggestions for the improvement of the hook.

V. K. INI El hF,-
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